Feedback from: Nicole Abreu
Class: 

For the sculpture made by: Rochall Bonifacio

Criteria: Does it fit the theme? Can you tell what landform is this is? What is it and how can you tell?

I can not tell what kind of landform it is because it is like a long stick and it not in the landform chart.

Criteria: Is this the best way to show that three dimensionally? Do you have any advice on how the artist could make the shape better?

It is not the best way to make a mountain because it is really straight up and what times I would give you an advise of fixing how it looks.

At this point some ideas of how people can use this landform may not be visible. Yet, every artist should have a plan on how they will show people using their landform. Do you have any suggestions for this artist on how people may want to use this particular kind of land?

I have a suggestion for this artist. They should change the landform because it looks like a land form.
Feedback from: Barry Adams
For the sculpture made by: Nicole Abreu

Class: 5-577

Criteria: Does it fit the theme? Can you tell what landform(s) this is? What is it and how can you tell?

The landform is a coast because I can tell what this is because it shows that the water is going up and it fits the theme because a landform is like types of lands.

Criteria: Is this the best way to show that three dimensionally? Do you have any advice on how the artist could make the shape better?

I have some advice to make this coast better. Nicole is to make the water go like higher so you might make it a real coast sculpture.

At this point some ideas of how people can use this landform may not be visible. Yet, every artist should have a plan on how they will show people using their landform. Do you have any suggestions for this artist on how people may want to use this particular kind of land?

I have some suggestions for people may know this particular kind of land. You need to make the water so when you paint it will look like a 3D coast.
Feedback from: [Name]  
For the sculpture made by: [Name]  
Class: 5-51 T

Criteria: Does it fit the theme? Can you tell what landform is(s) this is? What is it and how can you tell?

I can tell that this is an island because there is body of sound and an area to be made.

Criteria: Is this the best way to show that three dimensionally? Do you have any advice on how the artist could make the shape better?

I have advice for you. Instead of putting card board down because you could add a papier mache look like this. You could and your wise it will look better.

At this point some ideas of how people can use this landform may not be visible. Yet, every artist should have a plan on how they will show people using their landform. Do you have any suggestions for this artist on how people may want to use this particular kind of land?

You should put your landform as a bigger card board.
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